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Abstract. May 21, 2020, marks 100 years since the birth of the legendary Ruth Hubbard Cousins (1920–2007). This salute is in two parts: (1) it recounts the extraordinary career of Ruth Cousins, and how her 33 years of leadership of Psi Chi has now touched the lives of over 750,000 Psi Chi life members at over 1,150 campuses worldwide; (2) Ruth’s two daughters Carol and Joan recount how they helped their recently-widowed mother since 1959 to expand Psi Chi. Psychology worldwide is not the same because of the remarkable legacy of Ruth Cousins.
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May 21, 2020 marks 100 years since the birth of Ruth Hubbard Cousins – the legendary Executive Director for 33 years (1958–1991) of Psi Chi – what is now the International Honor Society for Psychology. This centenary is an apt time for those unfamiliar with Ruth to learn about this extraordinary life, which has touched tens of thousands of others’ lives worldwide.

Those who knew Ruth would agree with esteemed historian-psychologist Michael Wertheimer: “This centenary of Ruth’s birth is an occasion that deserves immense celebration. Ruth WAS Psi Chi. Her dedication, contributions, endless concerns, smiles, encouragement, selfless devotion, vision and inspiration are what changed a modest little endeavor to an enormous world-wide society for the recognition of academic excellence. Few people have such huge beneficial effect on the lives of so many thousands of people. So many of us are deeply indebted to her.”

At Yale University in 2004, historian Daniel P. Bockert described Psi Chi as “the house that Ruth built” (Greer, 2004) – a house that now numbers over 750,000 life member student, faculty, and alumni at over 1,150 campuses across ten nations (Novikova et al., 2019).
One aim of the RUDN Journal is to salute outstanding psychologists and educators in Russia and world-wide. This salute is in two parts: (1) a brief biography of Ruth Cousins, and (2) a personal remembrance shared by her two beloved daughters Carol and Joan.

**A brief biography of Ruth Cousins**
*(by Harold Takooshian & Florence L. Denmark)*

Ruth Hubbard was born in Waleska, Georgia on May 21, 1920, one of six children born to two teachers – Charles and Frances Boston Hubbard. After high school, Ruth moved to New York City, and met and married James Franklin Cousins at Grace Methodist Church in 1942. Their first daughter Carol was born just before World War II drew her father into the U.S. Navy to fight overseas for three years. The year after he returned, their second daughter Joan was born. The Cousins moved to Virginia in 1953, where Jim worked as a certified public accountant, and Ruth enrolled in George Washington University for her BA and MA in child psychology.

In 1958, GWU Professor Eva Johnson asked her gifted student Ruth to fill the vacancy of Executive Secretary-Treasurer of Psi Chi, the National Honor Society in Psychology, for a modest salary of $3,000 per year. Ruth already had a full plate with her family and education but, with Jim’s encouragement, she agreed to help for just one year, then resign.

But fate intervened. One year later, Ruth rushed Jim to the hospital with a ruptured appendix. Jim died unexpectedly on September 14, 1959. Ruth suddenly found herself a single mother raising two children, with no income. With great courage, Ruth decided to enlist her daughters to help their mom to expand Psi Chi.
The rest is history. In 1958, when Ruth began, Psi Chi was little more than a large closet in the attic of the APA building in Washington D.C., which stored membership cards. But Ruth combined her brilliant vision for the society with her own grace and talents. When she left in 1991, Psi Chi was by most measures the world’s largest honor society in any field, with a dynamic program of conferences, publications, awards, activities, and 221,573 life members at 734 U.S. campuses. During those 33 years, Psi Chi registered as an honor society with the Association of Collegiate Honor Societies (ACHS), an affiliate of the APA and Association for Psychological Science (APS), and the founder of Psi Beta – the Psychology Honor Society for two-year colleges. In 2001, Ruth received the APA Presidential Citation, recognizing that her work with Psi Chi touched the lives of untold thousands of students and professors, many of whom were unaware of her work.

![Figure 2. Ruth Hubbard & Jim Cousins, just engaged, NYC, 1940](photo from the personal archive of the Cousins family)

Even those who met Ruth briefly were quickly impressed by her gracious charm, brilliant mind, and gift to bring out the best in others. Among her many leadership roles, Ruth was a member of the National Press Club in Washington D.C., and one of the first women to serve on the board of the American Society of Association Executives (AESA).

Ruth was married to Jim for 18 years, and for 48 years was a single widow. Ruth tells two stories about her beloved Jim. (1) In 1959, in his hospital bed, Jim asked Ruth to remarry if he “did not make it,” so she “would not deprive another man of the joy” that she brought to him. (2) While many men were naturally attracted to Ruth’s sparkle, she explained to them that Jim was a proud Navy veteran buried in Arlington National Cemetery, so she could never re-marry if she wanted to be buried beside her Jim. Today Ruth and Jim lie side by side for eternity, after two lives well-lived.

**Remembering our mother: Ruth Hubbard Cousins**

*(by Carol Cousins Tracy & Joan Hubbard Cousins)*

Back in 1958, our dear mother, Ruth Hubbard Cousins, was asked to fill in as Psi Chi’s Executive Secretary for one year. She had two daughters – Carol, 15, and Joan, 11 – plus she was working on her master’s degree in psychology at George Washington University. Despite these challenges, Ruth agreed to take the part-time position in late 1958. She soon discovered that Psi Chi’s income had never exceeded its expenses during its 29-year history. James Franklin Cousins, our father, was a CPA who immediately offered help. He redesigned the bookkeeping system, created a balanced budget, and made sure all required federal filings were done.

Psi Chi’s office was in a small attic room on the 5th floor of the American Psychological Association’s (APA’s) first headquarters building. While our father worked on Psi Chi’s financial needs, our mother updated the newsletter and organized the office files. Carol and Joan pitched in by typing, filing membership cards, preparing mailings, sweeping and dusting. Less than a year later, Ruth attended her first national Psi Chi meeting, held during the APA convention on Labor Day Weekend. Our father fell ill over that weekend. On her return, Ruth quickly got him admitted to a hospital. He died a week later. Seven months later,
Ruth lost her mother. That’s when Ruth’s resilience and tenacity emerged from beneath her southern charm. That’s when her one-year commitment started growing to 33 years – becoming her life’s work.

As a widow and single mother, Ruth certainly needed a job. But what really motivated her was a lifelong love for learning and a natural talent for mentoring young people. In 1958, Psi Chi members received only one benefit: a certificate acknowledging their achievement. Over the next decades, Ruth envisioned and collaborated with others to create many more benefits for Psi Chi’s student members: opportunities to receive career coaching, hone research skills, win research grants and awards, gain professional experience, and interact with psychology’s most distinguished thought leaders. Ruth transformed Psi Chi from an honorary society to an honor society, one whose membership is based on merit.

In 1981, Ruth worked with her daughter Carol Tracy to found Psi Beta, an honor society designed to meet the needs of high-achieving psychology students attending two-year colleges. Our mother would be very proud of Psi Chi as it continues to identify unmet needs of international psychology students and develops innovative programs to meet them. She also would be delighted that Psi Chi has continued to flourish. Using the systems and coaching her husband provided, Ruth made sure Psi Chi increased its financial cushion every year.

Edwin B. Newman, the co-founder of Psi Chi, wrote in a 1989 letter to our mother: “Far more than most people realize, Psi Chi is not what we founded, it is what you have made it.”

Since we were by our mother’s side when she began working at Psi Chi, we witnessed that transformation. Dr. Newman, we wholeheartedly agree. What an honor to be her daughters!
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Аннотация. 21 мая 2020 года исполнилось 100 лет со дня рождения легендарной Рут Хаббард Казинс (1920–2007). Этому юбилею посвящена данная статья, состоящая из двух частей. В первой части рассказывается о необычайной карьере Рут Казинс и о том, как ее 33-летнее руководство Psi Chi (Психологического общества почета) коснулось жизни более 750 000 членов Psi Chi в более чем 1150 кампусах по всему миру. Во второй части две дочери Рут – Кэрол и Джоан – рассказывают о том, как с 1959 года они помогали своей недавно овдовевшей матери развивать Psi Chi. Психология во всем мире изменилась к лучшему благодаря замечательному наследию Рут Казинс.
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